Overview

Whether it’s managing MSDSs for, or researching and reporting on the regulated chemical reagents and toxic substances used throughout your labs and facilities—finding, maintaining and acting on that data can be difficult and often times painfully time-consuming by itself.

3E Company is the industry leader in researching, sourcing, aggregating, enriching and maintaining EH&S compliance related data and information and making it available in a format that is easy and practical to use, based on customers’ specific needs.

SciQuest’s Enterprise Reagent Manager (ERM) is the material management and procurement tool for chemical reagents and other materials used in the research process. ERM enables scientific staff throughout the organization to find, source and track commercial and proprietary chemicals, reagents and lab supplies from a single application. ERM also optimizes inventory use and promotes regulatory compliance while managing the risks associated with hazardous materials.

EH&S related chemical and MSDS-level content, Powered by 3E and integrated into ERM, helps ensure that users can execute compliance practices accurately and efficiently while reducing cost and risk.
Ariel™ Global Chemical and Regulatory Data

The Ariel Regulatory Lists Module enables SciQuest ERM users to meet regulatory control requirements quickly and easily by managing in-house Regulatory Lists that are linked to regulated materials in the SciQuest database. Simply upload your own list of CAS Numbers, match the list to the chemicals in inventory, and provide customized reports to ensure regulatory compliance.

Using this best-of-breed solution, Environmental, Health & Safety (EH&S) professionals can significantly expedite the tasks associated with managing and reporting regulated chemicals and toxic substances. SciQuest, combined with the Ariel regulatory lists, delivers an incredibly flexible tool for managing, understanding and accurately reporting regulated materials.

3E MSDS Management Solution

Storing, updating and retrieving MSDS documents for the laboratory environment can be difficult and expensive. Now ERM users can automatically retrieve desired and relevant MSDSs through 3E’s rich set of MSDS solutions that provide 24/7/365 access to a database of millions of MSDSs.

By synchronizing ERM with 3E’s integrated MSDS solution, users have instant access to up-to-date MSDSs, facilitating the seamless exchange of safety and product data across the organization, and resulting in enhanced compliance and increased productivity. The integrated solution provides corporate research laboratories with the most efficient and affordable method for complying with EH&S, hazard communication and workplace safety regulatory requirements. It also streamlines the document acquisition process by automatically sending MSDS requests to 3E Company upon the purchase of new items.

Benefits

- Centralized access to all relevant data for compiling required reports
- Quick verification and reporting of chemicals on site
- Immediate determination of real-time amount of regulated materials on site
- Ability to mitigate the amount of materials on site, if the quantities are high

Benefits

- Instant and efficient access to MSDSs for each product in your inventory
- Removes tedious, time-consuming process of managing MSDSs in binders or a separate system
- Eliminates the burden of maintaining the most current version of the MSDSs
- Provides employees with access to 3E EH&S Mission Control Center for emergencies, such as spills, inhalations or exposures
3E Company’s comprehensive suite of data products and information services enables improved compliance with global EH&S requirements related to the safe manufacturing, distribution, transportation, usage and disposal of chemicals and hazardous products. Whether you are a manufacturer, distributor, transporter, retailer or corporate user of chemicals or hazardous products, 3E can deliver a program specific to the EH&S compliance needs of your organization that provides benefits to the entire enterprise and throughout the supply chain. 3E Company’s full product lifecycle and supply chain approach provides a single, integrated solution for managing EH&S capabilities, resulting in reduced cost, risk and liability while improving business and compliance processes.

**EH&S Solutions**

At 3E Company, we understand the business and burden of EH&S information and compliance management. 3E is a comprehensive, one-stop solution for content, tools and services for companies that want to take effective leadership and control of their product stewardship and EH&S compliance activities. Our products and services help companies make the transition from simply managing for compliance, to cutting-edge business practices that deliver tangible and sustainable results.